
East Bluff Board Special Meeting   07/02/2018 

 

Present:  Emily Miota, Nikki Sanders, Peggy Lucey, Jackson Foote, Wayne Davis (arrived late) 

 

● Discussion regarding scheduling work orders - we need one point person.  Also 

discussed having some type of spreadsheet that we all have access to for tracking purposes. 

● Discussion about whether it would be beneficial to have more hours from staff. 

● Kris will do all the work scheduling - Board will meet with her and the guys weekly at 

7am (Thursdays).  We will look at whether we need more hours one week at a time. 

● Superintendent search - four candidates - Emily working on scheduling 

● Garage Sale - August 25-26.  Peggy is keeping track of interested parties.  Explore 

posting to Craigslist 

● Siding and fencing schedule proposal: 

○ 37 units had lower siding replaced and 14 units had upper siding replaced as part 

of the 2015-2017 City project.  Proposal is to begin planning for 25 year cycle, 

plan on spending $20,000 per year for 25 years.   

○ Discussed pros and cons of this proposal vs previously approved and 

communicated rotational schedule 

○ ***Must consider the green and cream boards - those are harder to replace 

○ Previously approved and communicated schedule - review one area per year, 

and fix everything there that needs fixing 

○ Do we have data for when all siding was replaced / painted?  Emily will ask Kris 

○ Fencing is also important, but more of an emergency situation right now 

○ Siding needs to be looked at with point of view of long range planning since 

many just got replaced 

○ Checking on requests - we need multiple people’s opinions - either monthly as a 

board - or weekly with Kris 

● 436 - Zander - Shane - they can fill the hole - homeowners don’t know what the hole is from.  

PRoblem is that if they fill it, utilities will never be able to get wires through it.  Confirm after 

next rain. 

● 426 - phone numbers not working 

● 236- left message for homeowner 

 

Siding/Fencing Maintenance Plan Discussion: 

● The board discussed  about how maintenance on units should be done. Should there be 

a new commitment to  redo all wood on unit  as opposed to piecemeal repair of what 

was requested. 

● The board discussed coming up with a long term plan for maintenance at East Bluff  

including  a long term siding/exterior plan. Will the  Maintenance supervisor assess units 

and choose what things need to be done, or do we go in an replace everything - all 

siding, etc..?  



● The Board discussed the number of fencing requests. There are a large number of  

fencing requests and the board will have to prioritize the projects. 

● Jackson  discussed the siding project. Jackson stated  that in general only a few  panels 

were replaced on many units, so that in the  long term we will need to do a lot more 

siding.  

● The board discussed the current siding requests for units at East Bluff.   Many of the 

current siding requests involve  cream board.  A few questions were then brought up. 

● How can we train our staff to do the siding and cream board?  How do we make a 

decision on prioritizing  current work orders?  

● We will be have a contractor (Clay) coming in July to do fencing at East Bluff. Could clay 

train East Bluff staff on fencing and siding while he is here?   

● What other work should East Bluff consider contracting out during the Summer?  What 

else needs to be done? 

 

Meeting next week 07/09/2018 

 

 


